
A
t 4:58 a.m. on a

dark, cold, drizzly
Sunday in March, 
a voice boomed over
a bullhorn, carrying
down the ramp
leading to the upper
deck of the Oakland
Coliseum, a sports
arena, in Oakland,
Calif. Hundreds of

sleepy, cold people propped up against the curving
walls, sitting heavily on folding stools and swathed
in blankets, sleeping bags, hoodies, and scarves
craned their heads toward the sound.

“If you don’t have a number right now, we are out
of numbers,” the crackling voice said. “We have given
out 800 numbers.”

Minutes later, 59-year-old Toni Coffey approached
a man with a bushy white mustache and baseball cap. 

“Where do I get a number?” she asked breathless-
ly. “Are there any left?”

The man shook his head. The numbers, handed
out on worn slips of paper, gave
the people standing here
entry to a Remote Area
Medical health clinic, in
which volunteer RNs,
nurse practitioners,
doctors, dentists, and
eye specialists treat-
ed people for free.
The clinic had been
going on for three
days, and today was
its last day. More
than 85 percent of
RAM patients are
there for dental care.

Coffey looked
shocked, her eyes going
wide. She had been here
two days ago to get eye-
glasses, and she’d made it 
in time to nab a number.
Demand, it seemed, had
grown in the last 48 hours. 

Guess that cavity and the
broken tooth that she’s picked
at until it was nothing but a
nub of nerve endings were
going to have to wait for
another day. Too bad, too,
since Coffey had had a heart
attack two years ago and had
been having heart valve trou-
bles. Dental care could have
gone a long way toward keeping
her heart healthy. 

“I would have dealt with it sooner,” she said with
regret, “if I’d had dental insurance.”

Quietly, she trudged off down the ramp and back
into the night.

Like Coffey, about one in three Americans have no
access to dental care. Unable to get in the door at a den-
tist’s office because they don’t have insurance, unable to
pay even sliding scale costs at health clinics because of
low incomes, ineligible for dental services through
Medicaid which, in many states (including California)
no longer covers adults, their choices are the emergency
room, charity, extractions, ongoing infections, worsened
overall health, and, in some dire cases, death. 

Indeed, research shows that oral disease is disas-
trous for overall health. Dental bacteria contribute to
heart problems like Coffey’s, stroke, uncontrolled dia-
betes, low birth weight in babies, and pneumonia. 

“The mouth is an essential body organ, essential
for eating, breathing, communicating, sensing, and
protecting the body,” Burt Edelstein, DDS and pro-
fessor of dental medicine and health policy and man-
agement at Columbia University College of Dental
Medicine, told a Senate subcommittee hearing on the

dental crisis in February. “When
it’s not healthy, the impact is

both immediate in terms of
pain and infection, and

chronic in terms of exac-
erbation of medical 

conditions.”
But many Ameri-

cans simply cannot
afford dental care.
Dental insurance
often requires patients
to pay 50 percent of
the cost, usually

upfront, before they
can even sit in a dental

chair. And those are the
insured. A Kaiser Family

Foundation study on Medi-
caid and the uninsured esti-

mates that there are three
times as many people without

dental coverage as medical cov-
erage, and 30 percent of children
with health insurance have no
dental insurance. Dentists, unlike
general medical providers work-
ing in hospitals or government
health facilities, are not obligated
to serve people without insurance
or the ability to pay. 

What we’re left with, then, is
almost nothing, not even a safe-

ty net, for patients suffering
from dental illnesses. Individual

states struggle to cobble together

Oral health is 
a key factor in
overall health,
yet our system 
is set up so that
more Americans
suffer from lack
of dental care

than even
medical care.
The results?
Excruciating

pain, long-term
bad health, 
loss of job

opportunities,
and even death.

Only an
improved

Medicare for all
can fix the
problem.
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their own solutions to the problem. Meanwhile, providers are
drowning in demand for their services, children are sick and missing
school, adults are losing job opportunities, and everyone knows it’s
not enough. Given the failings of the current system, only an
expanded and improved Medicare-for-all model that offers the
whole range of dental care services, from preventative measures and
cleanings, to fillings and dentures, can stem the epidemic of dental
disease plaguing American adults and children. As the experts
know, investing in dental health is an investment in overall health.

“We aren’t going to be able to drill and fill our way out of this
problem,” Edelstein warned. “Most important is coverage for all.”

in the morton hospital emergency room in Taunton, Mass.,
where Linda Condon has been an RN for 26 years, “it’s an everyday
thing” to see patients complaining of dental problems that cause
mouth pain, trouble swallowing, earaches, and migraines. 

“I’ve seen some pretty nasty swollen faces,” she said. “It’s frustrating,
because you know they’ll be back in a few weeks with the same issue.”

It should be no surprise that the ER, the walk-in clinic of the
poor, underinsured, and uninsured, is where people with dental pain
go – even though ERs are ill equipped to help. Nationwide, Ameri-
cans made more than 830,000 visits to ERs in 2009 for dental
problems, according to a February 2012 Pew Center on the States
issue brief. That’s a 16 percent increase over 2006. Of those visits,
almost none resulted in complete treatment of the problem.

And while dentists don’t have to see patients without dental
insurance or the ability to pay, ERs take all comers, and often charge
Medicare and Medicaid. The tab is extraordinary. A 2010 study in
the Journal of Evidence Based Dental Practice found that ER visits
just for cavities cost about $110 million in 2006. This doesn’t
include the cost of treating dental abscesses or visits to community
clinics. And with 10 million people losing their dental insurance
between 2008 and 2009, according to the National Association of
Dental Plans, it’s a good bet the number will continue to rise. 

What happens when someone visits the ER for an oral health
problem? First, understand that by the time a tooth hurts, it’s likely
been infected for years. A toothache means the enamel and bone
may have ceded to bacteria, which then burrows into nerve endings
in the root and, sometimes, creates a painful pocket of puss that can,
if left untreated long enough, infect the bone of the jaw and travel
into the ear and brain. 

If the infection gets into the blood, it can kill – and it has. In
2009, 12-year-old Deamonte Driver in Maryland died from sepsis
due to a dental abscess that had polluted his blood. In 2011, 24-year-
old Kyle Willis from Ohio died after visiting an ER to deal with his
own dental abscess. He got a prescription for pain medication and
antibiotics. He could only afford one. He chose the pain medications
and died.

At an ER, all staff can do is administer a pain block – injecting
pain killer the way a dentist would to numb teeth before treatment –
and give people prescriptions for pain medications and antibiotics.
Such treatment for a cavity costs, on the mean, about $1,500 in
2006 – compared to $104 to fill a cavity in a dental clinic. In
extreme cases, hospitals will admit patients and drain the abscess
and provide prescriptions for antibiotics and pain medications. Such
admissions usually run about $16,000 each. 

If people had other options, they wouldn’t visit an ER. Condon
hears it all the time. Every time she counsels a repeat ER patient
with mouth pain to find a dentist, she hears the same thing: “I tried
to follow up with a dentist, but they want half the money down in
cash. I don’t have that money.”

Out of self-preservation, hospitals around the country have cre-
ated lists of local dentists willing to see patients on a sliding scale or
willing to take Medicaid.

Condon refers people to Boston’s Tufts University School of Den-
tal Medicine, which has a reduced-cost dental clinic. But it’s 40
miles away, and many patients don’t have cars, the time off, or the
money to pay even the sliding scale rate.

So they come back to the ER, Condon helps them, and both par-
ties wonder when and how it will end.

when patients visit the Hennepin County Medical Center in
Minneapolis, Minn. for dental problems, they often end up being
referred to dental hygienist Melissa Cozart and her volunteer
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Toni Coffey arrived at 5 a.m.
to seek dental care from a
RAM clinic, but was too late
to get a number.
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dentists at Sharing and Caring Hands, a
nonprofit that includes a shelter, a soup
kitchen, showers, a teen center and children’s
area, and free medical and dental clinics.

Cozart is the office manager, grant writer,
volunteer coordinator, health educator, out-
reach worker, and dental hygienist for the
approximately 1,600 children and adults
who come through her clinic every year.
She’s very clear that, when it comes to
adults, she’s in the dental pain business.

“For the past six years, pretty much all
we’ve done is focus on people in pain,” she
said. “Most teeth we deal with are beyond
the point where they could be saved. And
even if they could be saved with a root canal
and a crown, our patients don’t have the
resources to do that. Their option, pretty
much, is to have the tooth out.”

She’d rather not pull teeth and teach pre-
vention. Better to focus on people who
haven’t yet experienced dental rot, she figures. She spends a day a
week across the street at the children’s shelter, offering cleanings,
applying sealants, and teaching good dental hygiene.

But for adults, her clinic
focuses on extractions. In 
fact, she said, “It’s always a
challenge to keep enough 
dentists as volunteers to be
able to keep up with the
demand for extractions.” 

That’s pretty much the uni-
versal answer to adult dental
pain. While Medicaid doesn’t
require states to provide reim-
bursement for adult preventa-
tive dental treatments like

cleanings and sealants, 23 states did cover emergency dental care
in in 2009. Translation: extractions. Lots of them.

Medicare, which covers elderly Americans, doesn’t cover primary
dental services, either. Neither does VA healthcare, unless it is con-
sidered necessary treatment for a service-related medical condition.

What that means, then, is that a wide swath of Americans are los-
ing their teeth to unnecessary dental pain and extractions – hurting
their ability to work, get jobs, and earn a living. 

“Do you ever go into a dollar store and notice how many people
don’t have teeth?” asked Judith Feinstein, director of the Maine
Department of Oral Health. “Have you ever wondered how many
people are working there because they don’t have front teeth? I’ve
noticed that a lot. People have trouble with employment because of
how they look, because of how unwell they are. There are conse-
quences to lack of dental care. Dental care and oral health is not
optional. They are consequential.”

just south of river des peves and west of the Mississippi, the
Hancock Place School district serves mostly poor families in South
St. Louis County, Missouri. Three out of four children receive free
and reduced lunch services. Many of those same children pay regular

visits to the Hancock Health Center. The district created the center
because too many children missed school because of untreated ill-
nesses. They’re not alone. One study found that just in California in
2007, children missed 874,000 school days because of dental prob-
lems. The Hancock clinic accepts insurance but if students don’t have
any, their treatments are free. 

The clinic doesn’t offer dentistry. For that, students have 
to wait for visits from a local volunteer dentist, who sets up his
equipment in a downstairs hallway and in empty rooms used 
for meetings. 

But even that can’t meet the kids’ sometimes extraordinary
dental needs, said Hancock Middle School counselor Amanda
VanHorn.

“It seems like every year there’s been a pretty significant dental
case for which we’ve had to utilize outside resources,” she said.
“Thank goodness both me and another counselor in the district have
pretty good relationships with our dentists.”

During the 2010-2011 school year, it was a 13-year-old boy
whose mouth was so swollen with dental pain that he had a hard
time lifting his head off his desk. Another year, it was a girl who
never opened her mouth, wouldn’t talk in class, and wouldn’t
smile. It turned out she was missing two of her front teeth from
previous extractions. 

For the former, VanHorn and another counselor found a dentist
to fix the boy’s tooth. In the latter case, VanHorn talked to her own
personal dentist, who agreed to give the girl braces for a year and do
two implants. Now the girl smiles, VanHorn said. She sings in the
school chorus. 

“She ended up trying out for American Idol in St. Louis,” said
VanHorn. “The only reason she did it was because of her teeth.”

But all that pales compared to this year’s crisis. In December
2011, a girl came to VanHorn in a panic about her teeth. Eventually,
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Every time [Condon]
counsels a repeat ER
patient with mouth
pain to find a dentist,
she hears the same
thing: “I tried to 
follow up with a 
dentist, but they 
want half the money
down in cash. I don’t
have that money.”

Marine vet Don Davison was too late to get a number and only gained
access to a free RAM clinic after NNU RNs intervened. He had been so des-
perate to get his remaining six, infected teeth pulled that he tied his teeth
to his dog's collar and threw a hot dog for it to chase.
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VanHorn realized the worry was because the girl’s mother had just
died due to sepsis from a dental abscess. The family declined to
speak for this story.

“The student was worried that she had teeth problems, too,” said
VanHorn. “So I went back to the same dentist and she ended up hav-
ing six cavities. The dentist filled those and sees her on a regular
basis now.”

The problem, of course, is that these children’s treatment and
quality of life – everything from their willingness to participate in
school life to their fundamental health – depends on the goodwill
of local dentists. Though Medicaid covers children, 16 million
low-income children nationwide go without seeing a dentist every
year and only 20 percent of dentists accept Medicaid because the
reimbursement is so low. 

children also don’t see the dentist in Pershing County, locat-
ed in the dusty northwest of Nevada, though for a different reason.
Pershing County is the size of the state of Massachusetts and has a
population of 6,753 people. 

“There’s nothing but sage brush between me and the next
community, 70 miles away,” quipped Deb Pontius, the district’s
sole school nurse and director of the state chapter of the National
Association of School Nurses. There’s 40 miles of ranching valley
in the county, but the rest is open desert, with no services and no
dentists until you reach Reno, 100 miles to the west. Residents
are Native American, Latino immigrants, and white. There’s a
tiny African-American population. About 14 percent of the child-
aged population lives below the poverty line, according to the
2010 Census.

Like the kids at Hancock Place School District, the 650 kids in
Pontius’s district rely on the charity of local dentists. The problem is
that the community can’t support a full-time dentist. One dentist
comes to the town of Lovelock twice a week. He doesn’t take Medi-
caid. There are free and reduced-price clinics in Reno, but many of
Pontius’ students’ families don’t have cars, don’t have jobs, and, if
they have jobs, risk losing them for taking unexcused days off. The
clinics are first come, first served, so if they arrive too late, they may
have to come back the next day.

The residents of Pershing County are just some of the 47.8 mil-
lion Americans nationwide who live in areas with a dentist shortage.
According to the Pew Center on the States issue brief on the dental
crisis, the country would need 6,645 more dentists to have a suffi-
cient supply.

“There was a dental van that went to towns 40 miles around
Reno,” she said. “I made a lot of noise about that. I did get that to
come out here.”

Now the van, which can do cleanings and fillings, comes to her
county twice a year. It’s a huge victory, but a tenuous one. The van is
funded by a three-year grant that expires this year. 

Minnesota is the first state in the country to create such alterna-
tives. Called advanced dental therapists, these professionals can
practice without the direct supervision of a dentist and can do fill-
ings, root canals, extractions, and crowns, among other things. Alas-
ka also allows dental therapists to practice in rural tribal areas. But
it’s still too soon to know how or whether these therapists can meet
the tremendous need for dental care. 

Some experts are advocating that a wider range of medical pro -
viders start paying more attention to oral health issues by learning
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Hitting a Nerve
A full third of Americans have no access to dental care, and not all of
this is due to the high cost of dental care. It’s also due to a federally
documented shortage of dentists in 4,000 areas of the country. 

Why such a shortage? Some of it is economics, but a larger reason
stems from dental associations. During the 1980s recession, the American
Dental Association lobbied for and caused the closure of dental schools
around the country, fearing that a glut of dentists would drive down
prices and hurt profitability. When the dean of one dental school object-
ed, says Shelly Geshan, executive director of the Pew Children’s Dental
Campaign, the ADA lobbied for and forced his removal from his job. 

That mentality continues today. Just about any place where people are
trying to find new ways to provide dental care for the people who need it,
there’s a dental association fighting to block it. Consider these examples:

ALABAMA
Sarrell Dental Centers treats Medicaid patients who otherwise don’t get
services. In 2010, the Alabama Dental Association considered lobbying
for rules against Sarrell similar to those proposed against Gregory Folse
(see Louisiana), arguing that private dentists couldn’t compete against
nonprofit Sarrell. The U.S. Federal Trade Commission launched an inves-
tigation into whether the Alabama Dental Association was engaging in
unfair competition and deceptive acts in its tactics. 

KANSAS
Earlier this year, Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback signed a law that allows
dental hygienists an expanded role to deal with tooth decay. What the
bill, supported by the state’s dental association, does not do is
address the 93 counties in the state without a single dentist. A broad-
er bill designed to allow advance practice dental therapists similar to
the ones in Minnesota failed in the Legislature after the dental associ-
ation lobbied heavily against it. 

LOUISIANA
When dentist Gregory Folse started treating seniors in nursing homes
and children in schools, the Louisiana Dental Association asked for
and got the state Board of Dentistry to write up rules for dental clinics
that would have required Folse—the only dentist operating in this
manner in the state at the time—not only to get written consent from
his young patients’ guardians before an exam and treatment, but also
to speak to and receive verbal consent from every guardian before
doing any work on a child. The Federal Trade Commission objected to
the rules. In 2010, the dental association again sought to limit Folse’s
work through new rules. The association’s argument was that Folse’s
practice would cut down market share for dentists in the state—den-
tists who didn’t serve Medicaid-covered children. 

MINNESOTA
When in 2009 the Minnesota state Legislature approved a new mid-
level dental provider, it was no thanks to the Minnesota Dental Associ-
ation. In the years-long battle to alter the Dental Practices Act in that
state to accommodate this new provider, the Minnesota Dental Asso-
ciation raised hundreds of thousands of dollars to fight the law. The
result is two new practitioners, one of which can only work under a
dentist’s supervision, undermining the need for dental care in areas
without dentists. —Heather Boerner
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how to do a basic risk assessment on patients, oral health education,
and even some basic services. “You know, in my own mind, there are
3 million nurses,” said Marcia Brand, deputy administrator of the
Health Resources and Services Administration at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, at a June 19 public forum on
dental care access hosted by the Kaiser Family Foundation. “If you
get each of them to take that moment to take a look in someone’s
mouth, you know, and understand what they’re seeing and then be
able to make the appropriate referrals, we’ll go a long way to ensur-
ing that the 3-year-old doesn’t end up in a situation where he or she
has to have his teeth extracted.”  

In the meantime, though, Pontius scrapes together whatever she
can to help her students get the care they need. 

“I’m calling Child Protective Services because the whole front of
this kid’s mouth is completely rotted away,” said Pontius. “These are
permanent teeth, not baby teeth. These kids are going to grow up
with permanent tooth damage.”

Calling CPS is a drastic measure, often taken when the parents
themselves are toothless and “don’t see it as a problem,” Pontius said.
But the problem is almost always money and access. 

For the rest, she does what she can. At least once a week, she sees
a kid with a toothache. Like adults in the ER, many of the kids are
repeats. And like providers across the country, she has resorted to
the palliative care she knows isn’t a solution until the mobile dentist
can visit.

“We do ice and Orajel,” she said. “That’s about it.”
Some corporate dental chains, such as Kool Smiles, are opening

up dental clinics because they see money to be made off of provid-
ing Medicaid-covered dental
services to children. But as a
Frontline documentary
released in June, “Dollars and
Dentists,” reveals, these types of
businesses put the bottom line
first, often recommending

unnecessary dental procedures for higher reimbursements, and
performing substandard work. Other chains, such as Aspen Den-
tal, are targeting adults and convincing them to put expensive den-
tal work onto healthcare credit cards that they have little hope of
ever paying off. In both cases, these corporations, often owned by
private equity firms or business investors, stand to profit off the
pain and desperation of patients who cannot access traditional
dental services. 

back in the pre-dawn hours at the Oakland Coliseum, smokers
were hanging out at the lip of the ramp, risking the drizzle for a ciga-
rette that might keep them awake. Some chugged energy drinks. A
little boy in a yellow slicker paced up and down the ramp moaning
like a ghost, pulling reluctant smiles from sleepy patients. Some peo-
ple arrived as early as 10 p.m. the night before. Others arrived at 1 or
2 a.m. Lisa Salminen of San Leandro visibly shuddered from the
cold, standing in only a light jacket. Her short, sandy-blond hair was
unprotected from the cold and the wet. She’d arrived at 2:30 a.m. to
get a number. She just wanted to get her own and her kids’ teeth
cleaned. She was number 389.

On the far wall, Mari Johnson, 41, was sitting in a blue camp
chair, a hood up over her hair and a Raiders scarf wrapped around it
to keep out the cold. She pulled the sleeves of her jacket over her

bare hands. She’d driven her three boys to her cousin’s house at 2:30
a.m. so she could come get a number to get a cavity filled. Out of
800, she was number 549.

Three years ago, Johnson wouldn’t have been here. She had a
good job and dental insurance. 

“I had braces!” she announced with a combination of pride and
anger. “I loved to smile. I’d give a big ‘Cheese!’ smile. But then, my
face swelled up and I had to get my teeth out.”

What changed? Three years ago, her husband died, and her night
job was no longer practical. Now she and her sons live on Social
Security. Johnson went back to school to become a certified nurses
aide, but she’s not working now.

A year and a half ago, her lower left jaw started to ache. She
stopped eating on that side — still doesn’t. Then the headaches
started. Then they got worse. Her ear started hurting.

“I was asking people for Vicodin,” she said, only half joking. 
Finally in the fall, she went to the ER at Kaiser Permanente Med-

ical Center in Oakland, where they gave her antibiotics and a refer-
ral to a local clinic that would pull her tooth on a sliding scale. She
didn’t head to the clinic until her face swelled. In October, the clinic
pulled her tooth for $482. She’s finally got that debt paid down to
$152, but she can’t go back until her debt is below $100. Meanwhile,
the tooth next to the one that was extracted developed a cavity. She
also needs a cap, for a front tooth that had a root canal on it a while
ago. But that’s going to cost her $1,400, even at the clinic, and RAM
only allowed her to have one procedure done that day. “Necessity
over beauty,” she quipped.

The cavities will cost $152 each to fill. But $304 is a lot of money
for her, the equivalent of groceries for the month, her electric bill,
and half her water bill.

“Do I get my cavity filled or do I buy milk for my kids?” she
drawled. “No question. I get the milk.”

The woman next to her sucked her teeth in understanding. She
was there to have a cavity filled, too, even though she hates the den-
tist. If she hadn’t heard about this clinic on the news, she said, “I had
no plan” for what to do about it. Probably keep using Orajel to
relieve the pain.

“MediCal [California’s Medicaid program] will take care 
of your kids, but only until they’re 18 and independent adults,”
the woman scoffed. “Then, their teeth can just fall out of their
heads.”

By now, Johnson was nodding and smiling and laughing in com-
miseration. “I’m not going to have my kids looking stupid so I can
look good, so I can look beautiful,” she joked, cupping her hands
around her face, as if for her close up.

Still, she doesn’t want to lose teeth. She worries about having a
sunken spot in her cheek when they have to take out the upper teeth
that once rested on the tooth she had extracted – something the
dentist warned her would probably happen. 

“All the men in my family are bald and toothless,” she said. “I
do worry about that happening for me. Because I’m a girl. I love
my smile.”

And she can’t help but think that our country can do better than
have people show up in the dead of night just so they can have their
teeth looked at.

“I love Obama,” she said, “but we’re in the United States of Amer-
ica. We shouldn’t have to do this.”

Heather Boerner is a health writer in San Francisco.
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“Do I get my cavity
filled or do I buy
milk for my kids? 
No question. I get
the milk.”
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